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Measuring terrorism
Joseph K. Young

School of Public Affairs and School of International Service, American University, Washington, DC, USA

ABSTRACT
In the conceptual literature on terrorism, there is no shortage of answers
to the question: “What is terrorism?” Indeed, the terrorism literature has
been heavily criticized for a deluge of definitions. And yet the booming
quantitative terrorism literature generally examines a narrow set of
“what is terrorism?”: how country-level factors explain variation in the
number of terrorist attacks. This article demonstrates the variety of ways
in which scholars currently operationalize terrorism and compares them
to the ways it could be operationalized. I replicate studies using alter-
native operationalizations of terrorism to examine the consequences of
the terrorism literature’s collective bet to focus on attack counts at the
country level. Finally, I discuss the implications of the narrow set of
operational choices with an eye towards how a greater variety of
approaches would produce a more robust research agenda.
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Introduction

The question “what is terrorism?” is deceptively simple and overly complicated. While for
decades scholars have argued over how to define terrorism,1,2 relatively less effort has been
directed at operationalizing the phenomenon once a definition is established.3 As such,
little is known about the implications of operationalizing terrorism differently. It could be
that all operationalizations converge on the same answer; or all may lead to different
answers; or, more than likely, the results are mixed. The purpose of this article is to offer a
range of ways to operationalize terrorism, such that the operational approaches more
closely match conceptual choices and enable us to identify greater empirical variation.

There is not a single way to measure terrorism nor is there a right definition. Instead,
my more modest ambition is to address why there has been such a high degree of
convergence on operational approaches, which stands in marked contrast to a more
flexible conceptual literature. Two potentially important questions follow. First, are scho-
lars mapping operationalizations of terrorism to the concepts they seek to explain in a
defensible way? Second, if they are mapping concepts to measures well, what are the
implications of narrowly focusing on terrorist attacks at the country-year unit of analysis
at the expense of other possibilities?

To answer these questions, I first survey the recent terrorism literature and examine
how terrorism is operationalized across quantitative studies in 21 journals over more than
three decades. After examining conventional practice, I suggest other ways to
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operationalize the concept and note disagreement between better ways to operationalize
and the standard operating procedure for measuring the concept of terrorism. I then
replicate recent studies from the Journal of Peace Research and the Journal of Politics that
use the standard approach in the literature. These studies were chosen in part as the
authors follow replication best practices, a point discussed in more detail, and both are
amenable to changing the way terrorism is measured.

A few lessons emerge from this analysis. First, inferences are similar across many different
operationalizations of terrorism but there are notable differences. In one replication, political
competition has a similar influence on terrorism as measured by numbers of attacks. Results
diverge, though, when terrorism is measured by fatalities. Second, when transnational events
or fatalities are included in the process of making the variable, the inference may change.
Similar to other studies, this suggests a need for different theories, data, andmodels to navigate
different types of terrorism. In the end, I make suggestions for future research and ways to do
quantitative terrorism research that move beyond current conventional practice.

Operationalizing terrorism

To create a theory about some entity, we must classify it.4 Normally, we conceptualize to
explain the essential nature (attributes) of the thing. This conceptual definition reduces
confusion over what the researcher means by the term. It is also the first step in
developing a measure. After a conceptual definition, we offer an operational definition.
This operational definition tells us what items in the world we will observe, how they will
be observed, and finally describes the operations that we will take to measure the
phenomena. In a standard academic paper, the research methods section includes a
discussion of variable operationalization. In brief, this section answers two questions:

(1) How will we define a variable?
(2) How will we measure a variable?

Scholars who study terrorism, as in most other areas of social research, have made
progress in some areas of explaining the phenomenon and not in others. There has been a
robust and exhaustive debate over definitions and conceptualization.5 Recently, after years
of debate, a loose consensus has developed in how to conceptualize and define terrorism,6

which has arguably led to greater progress.7

The consensus that developed around some attributes of the concept produced an
unspoken agreement on how to define the variable, but less explicit attention has been
paid to how we measure the variable.8 There is not one way that terrorism should be
operationalized. Rather, depending on how it is conceptualized or what the researcher is
trying to explain, there are more useful ways to operationalize the concept.

Surveying the quantitative terrorism literature

I surveyed 21 journals9 to assess the state of the quantitative terrorism literature.10 As other
surveys of terrorism research show,11 the pace of this literature has increased since 2001 and
this pattern holds for the quantitative literature (see Figure 1). Quantitative terrorism research
appears regularly in a variety of journals across economics, political science, and terrorism
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studies. As Figure 2 shows, the Journal of Conflict Research and Defense and Peace Economics
are the most frequent outlets in the sample during this period. The complete journal-year-
number data for the sample are provided in Appendix A.

The majority, 66% or 128 out of 195, of the quantitative articles (Table 1) use terrorism
(operationalized in some way) as the dependent variable in the study. In other words, a large
number of studies attempt to explain causes of terrorism rather than how terrorism influences

Figure 1. Number of quantitative terrorism articles per year in journal sample.
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Figure 2. The total number of articles published on terrorism using quantitative methods in 21 journals.

Table 1. Use of the variable “Terrorism” in quantitative studies.
Variable Type # of Articles

Dependent Variable 128
Independent Variable 56
Dependent and Independent Variable 8
Intervening 3
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other factors. Few studies, 8 out of 195 or 4%, examine terrorism as an independent and
dependent variable. Only three articles treat terrorism as an intervening factor between two
other variables. Thus, the remaining 29% or 56 of 195 articles treat terrorism as an independent
variable. In short, these articles investigate how terrorism influences growth, tourism, and a range
of other important outcomes. One consequence of primarily using terrorism as a dependent
variable is that we know more about what leads to terrorism than how terrorism influences
important social outcomes, like the quality of democracy or elections. A recent piece, for
example, by Getmanksy and Zeitzoff12 examines terrorism in Israel and how it influences voting
behavior. Ideally, more research would examine these kinds of questions.

When using estimators to statistically model terrorism, scholars have adopted a variety of
techniques. As was common in many areas of social research, ordinary least squares regression
was the most frequently employed tool (Figure 3). Since at least Li,13 the most common
technique has been to examine counts of terrorism and thus employ a Poisson or negative
binomial estimator. Drakos and Gofas and Findley and Young14 have suggested using a zero-
inflated version of the negative binomial to deal with reporting bias, but the literature is split on
this point. Recently, work by Blomberg et al.15 has used hazardmodeling to examine the survival
of terrorist groups.While this is less common thanmodeling event counts, it is a frontier area for
research.16

To operationalize terrorism, scholars overwhelmingly use counts of events. As Figure 4
demonstrates, in 131 of the articles, terrorism event counts were used. Although this is
clearly a common and important way to think about terrorism, at least 18 possible
operationalizations have appeared in print and could be used, thus raising the possibility
of opportunity costs of focusing so extensively on event counts.

As Figure 5 shows, the most common unit of observation in quantitative studies of
terrorism is country-year. With the development of the Correlates of War17 data decades
ago, country-year data use in conflict studies became widespread. The interstate conflict
literature increasingly adopted different units of observation, such as dyads and directed-
dyads; the terrorism literature has mostly remained at the country-year level.18

A turn towards disaggregation in the civil conflict literature has recently begun to filter into
terrorism research, evidenced by the increase in lower levels of spatial and temporal

Figure 3. Use of various statistical estimators in the quantitative study of terrorism.
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aggregation.19 No single common unit, such as district-month, is the norm across recent
disaggregated terrorism studies. Given the diversity of questions and proliferation this is likely
warranted, but remains an important empirical question. With the increase in the use of
events data generally,20 there appears to be a movement towards having data at the lowest
temporal and spatial levels of aggregation such that researchers will be able to target their
questions at the appropriate level.21 That is, if data are at the lowest possible temporal and
spatial levels, then scholars can always aggregate up as needed.

Operationalizing terrorism

How do most scholars operationalize terrorism? The number of attacks in a given country
year is the most common approach. With the rapid increase in quantitative terrorism

Figure 4. Count of various ways quantitative terrorism articles operationalize terrorism.

Figure 5. Count of number of quantitative terrorism articles that use each unit of observation.
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research since the 2001 attacks in the US,22 we might expect a myriad of ways that scholars
operationalize terrorism.23 An increase in diversity is just starting to appear, but less
thought appears to be placed on the implications.

Event counts

Since at least the debate between Sandler and Eubank andWeinberg,24 terrorism scholars have
grappled with the best way to operationalize the concept of terrorism. In the context of
understanding whether democracy promotes or inhibits terrorism, Eubank and Weinberg25

argued that there is a strong link between the presence of groups in the state and whether the
state is democratic. They guarded against focusing on events, establishing the concern of
reporting bias in underestimating attacks in authoritarian regimes.26 Sandler27 claims that
using groups may succumb to this underreporting bias more as groups sometimes do not
claim credit or even announce their presence in more authoritarian regimes.28

Aside from the potential source bias, Sandler29 is concerned with validity issues as he
claims, “[w]hen . . . terrorism is equated with the appearance of a single event, almost every
country . . . has experienced terrorism . . . [c]ount data seem the better way to go if events data
are used.” Subsequent studies examining the link between democracy and terrorism have used
event counts almost exclusively.30

Today, most quantitative scholars employ event counts to test hypotheses about why
terrorism influences a concept or how some phenomenon influences terrorism.31

Predominantly, these scholars either rely on data from the International Terrorism:
Attributes of Terrorist Events (ITERATE) database for transnational attacks32 or the
Global Terrorism Database (START 2013) for all kinds of attacks.33

The obvious benefit of this approach is that it has face validity. As we count more
attacks in a given time period, they correspond with more violence.34 It may be a first step
in establishing the validity of a construct but likely not the last. For example, during the
height of the Shining Path Insurgency in Peru, annual counts of terrorist attacks exceeded
400 in any given year (START 2013). Most scholars of political violence would concur that
using counts of terrorist attacks is a reasonable operationalization of terrorism in this case.

By contrast, in the United States in 2001, there were about 40 attacks. Of course, four of
these attacks can be attributed to a single bloody day, September 11th. What, in this case,
is the best way to make terrorism a measureable variable? Counts of attacks suggest 9/11
was less important or less of an influence on other variables of interest than the dozen or
so attacks by the Earth Liberation Front and Animal Liberation Front in that same year.
Or comparing back to the Peruvian example, this suggests the attacks of 9/11 are nearly
equivalent to another three attacks by the Shining Path in Peru in 2001.35 Another way to
operationalize terrorism, as this example demonstrates, is to count casualties or fatalities.

Casualties and fatalities

Similar to event counts, counting the injured or dead may be a more valid way to measure
terrorism than observing the number of groups. As 9/11 illustrates, an event count
approach would add only four attacks to the total for the US on September 11, 2011. If
we focus on casualties or fatalities, the impacts are much more obvious.36
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In addition, fatalities are easier to measure than, say, attempted attacks.37 Where a
failed attempt by a rebel group to detonate a bomb in a market may certainly qualify as a
terrorist attack, it may not count as it may never be reported.38

A similar conundrum faces cross-national studies of the causes of crime. Generally,
researchers count or use the homicide rate, as the measure should be comparable and is
less sensitive to reporting errors.39 Fatalities from crime are generally the most reliable
cross-national measure as murder is less prone to debate in different contexts and more
likely to be reported to police.40 In the context of terror, fatalities from terrorism are more
likely to be reported. And as compared to a failed attack, there is likely less uncertainty
over whether the event actually occurred.

A limitation of casualty rates is linked to tactics. For example, as suicide terrorism emerged
in the 1980s as a preferred tactic and spread across theaters of conflict, increases in casualty
rates might have changed due to social learning or competition, as Bloom argues.41 She also
notes adoption of this tactic could be contingent upon culture, context, and other factors that
would need to be accounted for when looking at variation in fatalities.When themeasurement
strategy for terrorism suggests attempting to differentiate impact across attacks, using fatalities
may be a useful way to operationalize the concept with this caveat.

Number of groups

In the Southern Poverty Law Center’s annual publication, The Year in Hate and
Extremism,42which reports on hate and racist groups in the U.S., they count the number
of groups as one measure of terrorism.43 The number of groups, though, may be less
related to the severity of terrorism and just as or more prone to reporting bias.44 The
number could serve as a measure of terrorism potential or built-up stock in society.
Another reason to use this measure, like measures of the number of participants in a civil
war,45 is to operationalize how fractionalized the opposition46 or terror movement is.47

In a related report, Aksoy et al.48 examine the emergence of groups, which is a similar
measure. This approach may reduce measurement error as a country-year is coded one
where a group emerges and zero otherwise. Some groups may be missed, but it is less
likely when the variable is coded zero.

As more data on groups become available, more ways should be explored to operationalize
the concept of groups that use terrorism.49 One of the major challenges is deciding what
constitutes a group, as this can lead to different inferences.50 As some suggest, an organization
might be considered a terrorist group if it uses this tactic for as long as it uses this form of
violence,51 or that groups should not be labeled terrorist as they make lots of choices that do
not define them.52 As Phillips makes clear, this issue is consequential and often overlooked.53

While the number of groups, emergence, or survival timemay help address certain questions,
there is a need to examine the impact of certain kinds of groups. Blomberg et al.54 create a
Herfindahl index to examine the impact of a group relative to all groups in the terrorist group
market.55 Relatedly, Young and Dugan56 create a nominal variable, based on their largest share
of attacks, to examine the leader’s influence in this market. Another limitation of event counts is
that we often do not knowwho the perpetrators of the attack were. This may not be a large issue
for aggregated studies at the country-year level, but it is a serious concern for studies that operate
at the group level as missingness will likely correlate with actors.57
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Types

While my purpose is not to develop a complete theory of how different types of terrorism
influence or are influenced by other social processes, disaggregating and then operationalizing
terrorism given the variation in typesmay lead to a better match between theory and evidence.

Empirical examinations58 of both transnational and domestic terrorism suggest some
patterns of difference.59 When determining how to measure terrorism, how one chooses to
include or exclude certain attacks likely matters. Suicide attacks may have more symbolic
value,60 and thus more impact than a non-suicide attack with the same number of casualties.
For this reason, suicide terrorism is at times studied completely independently of other
kinds of attacks.61 Another way of counting attacks that may change our inferences is
including or excluding unclaimed attacks. Wright, Hoffman62 and others have used quan-
titative methods to examine why some attacks are claimed while others are not.

In sum, the dominant way to measure terrorism has to do with counting. This counting
can be a straightforward operation or it can focus on fatalities, certain kinds of events,
groups, or certain qualities of groups. Most research avoids these distinctions and some
may influence our inferences about how terrorism affects and is affected by other
phenomena. These choices are likely data-driven. The field has several valid and reliable
datasets that allow researchers to count events but not weight them or think about their
symbolic effect (at least not done so in a widely adopted way yet). In the next section, I
replicate two recent studies to examine how these different operational choices influence
the inferences we make regarding an independent variable’s impact on terrorism.

Replication: Minority discrimination and terrorism

To investigate the choices that different operationalizations have on inferences, I first
replicate James Piazza’s Journal of Peace Research paper, “Poverty, Minority Economic
Discrimination, and Domestic Terrorism.” In brief, Piazza examines the impact that
minority economic discrimination has on domestic terrorism, while controlling for
poverty or economic development and a host of other factors.63

As Piazza’s work demonstrates, the presence of minority economic discrimination con-
sistently has a positive effect on expected counts of terrorism. To operationalize terrorism,
Piazza uses Enders et al.’s64 data on domestic attacks, which are gleaned from the Global
TerrorismDatabase. Piazza justifies this choice “to model domestic, rather than international,
terrorism because the literature I use to construct my theoretical link between discrimination
and terrorism presumes political violence is directed locally.”65 In the final step for operatio-
nalizing terrorism, Piazza collapses the domestic terror events into country-year counts.66

I replicate Piazza’s original model and also vary it by including only domestic (Piazza’s
original operationalization), only transnational, only unknown attacks, or all attacks.
Similarly, I operationalize terrorism as fatalities and vary the same for attacks by counting
domestic, only transnational, only known, or all fatalities. I also count the number of groups.
Finally, the number of suicide attacks is used to operationalize terrorism.67 Based on theory,
using only domestic attacks may be quite appropriate. If the government accused of discri-
mination causes grievances, it stands to reason that those grievances may only apply to
domestic violent actors. If the ethnic group in question spills across borders, however, then
examining transnational attacks may be appropriate. The point of this exercise is in part to
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examine whether these choices are consequential and to match these choices with our
theoretical expectations.

Figure 6 shows the coefficient estimates and 95% confidence intervals for these various
ways to operationalize terrorism. The vertical red line indicates the place where the
coefficient equals zero. If the 95% confidence interval includes this red line, then the
results are not statistically significant. In Appendix B, a table of the exact numbers is
provided. As with Piazza, these models use the Zero Inflated Negative Binomial69 esti-
mator. The results somewhat differ when using a simple negative binomial model (see
Table B1 and the coefficient plot in Figure B2), a point discussed in the conclusion.

The first model, using domestic attacks as the measure for terrorism, is identical to Piazza’s
and the results are exactly the same. When the operationalization is changed to domestic
fatalities, the results are also quite similar, positive, and statistically significant. Similarly, when
terrorism is operationalized as all fatalities (including unknown, transnational, and domestic),
all attacks, only unknown attacks, or unknown fatalities the results are positive and statistically
significant. In this case, regardless of these operational choices, the inferences remain the same.
Interestingly, suicide attacks and the number of groups are also positive and significant. The
variance in the effect of suicide attacks, however, is much larger than the other ways to
operationalize terrorism.

There were four ways to operationalize terrorism that were not statistically significant:
transnational attacks, transnational fatalities, total attacks, and all known attacks (which
includes transnational attacks). The coefficient for transnational fatalities was also nega-
tive, but this result cannot be distinguished from zero.

In sum, regardless of many operational choices, such as leaving in or out unknown
attacks, whether to use attacks or fatalities, whether to count groups or events, or to focus
only on suicide attacks, the inferences are the same—the presence of minority economic
discrimination increases the expected amounts of terrorism. Only when we consider
transnational events alone or in concert with these other kinds of events are the inferences
fragile. These empirical differences are in line with previous work disentangling domestic

Figure 6. Effect size of minority discrimination on terrorism across different operationalizations.68
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and transnational attacks.70 Different logics and thus different explanations for why these
two distinct forms of terrorism occur are likely needed.71 When a violent organization is
targeting a foreign government or people, there seems to be a distinct logic from when the
conflict is internal. Domestic discrimination may lead to locals using violence in response.
It might also mean the government is focused on using more internal violence than
external as a possible reason for why transnational fatalities might decline. Other distinc-
tions, such as whether the attacks are suicidal or not, may lead to more or less casualties.
They may also be driven by the same reasons for resorting to violence in the first place.

Replication: Political competition and terrorism

Arguably the most debated issue in the study of terrorism is how democracy influences
this form of political violence. Erica Chenoweth’s Journal of Politics72 paper enters into
this argument and suggests intergroup political competition is the driver explaining the
variation across different states.73 Her primary measure of political competition comes
from the POLITY IV dataset74 and ranges from 1 to 10. Increasing values represent more
competition allowed by the state.

I first replicated the impact of competition using the exact dependent variable from
Chenoweth. In this case, the dependent variable of terrorism is a count of transnational
attacks from the ITERATE database.75 The result is that political competition, as reported
in the paper in Table 1 Model 1, is positively associated with terrorist attacks.76

Beyond this original model, I use alternative operationalizations of the dependent
variable including only transnational attacks from the Global Terrorism Database, only
unknown attacks, or all attacks. As in the previous replication, I operationalize terrorism
as fatalities and vary the same for attacks by counting domestic, only transnational, only
known, or all fatalities. Again, a count of the number of groups and the number of suicide
attacks is utilized to operationalize terrorism.

As Figure 7 shows, nearly all ways to operationalize terrorism based on attacks are
positive and significant. Exact coefficient values are provided in Table B2 in the Appendix.
Whether we use transnational, domestic, unknown, or all attacks, the results are strikingly
similar. By contrast, almost all of the ways to operationalize terrorism that involve fatal-
ities are insignificant. Only transnational fatalities is statistically significant, but just barely
(p = .048). All of the coefficients are smaller than attack coefficients, suggesting at least an
attenuated effect.

Lastly, suicide attacks switches signs and becomes insignificant. Interestingly, political
competition does not seem to increase the likelihood of suicide terrorism contra to the
prominent outbidding theory.77 A count of the number of groups is also quite similar in
substance and significance to the ways to count attacks. Potentially the most reliable
measures of terrorism, or ways to count terrorism that include fatalities, create the most
uncertainty over average effects. Competition may lead to more attacks but have no effect
on fatalities, as groups might want to remain in the media or in the general dialogue
without raising the stakes by creating more fatalities.

While this is an initial exercise and far from definitive, this replication suggests that
the relationship between competition and terrorism is dependent on how we oper-
ationalize the dependent variable. Empirically, more work could probe the contours of
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this relationship. Potentially more useful are precise theoretical expectations that tell us
when competition should or should not lead to specific kinds of measurable outcomes.

Conclusions and ways forward

In the survey of journals that publish quantitative studies of terrorism, I find some
important patterns. First, while journals are publishing more quantitative articles, they
continue to do so using similar approaches. In one sense, this could be viewed as progress.
In another, this suggests that some questions may be overlooked as we are confining our
analyses to certain questions. For example, many scholars believe that symbolism is a
factor individuals consider when selecting a target for a terrorist attack.79 In fact, some
scholars use the symbolic nature of the attack to define terrorism itself.80 If scholars only
examine counts of events and do not weight or use intensity of those events, they will miss
the impact of a variety of events.

These initial replications suggest that this choice may or may not be consequential, but
more probing of this result is needed. Replicating results helps build a solid empirical
foundation and points towards limits of our theories or ambiguity in the precise relation-
ships we think occur. As King81 argues, we need a stronger norm of replication in the social
sciences to build a body of knowledge with solid empirical foundation.82 Where this choice
changes inferences relates to considering transnational and domestic attacks and suggests a
need for more studies and theories to explain why and under what conditions this difference
matters. Many of the projects surveyed did not use alternative operationalizations. One
notable exception, Gaibulloev and Sandler,83 used counts of the numbers of attacks, a
dichotomous measure of presence or absence of terrorism, and an attack rate as alternatives,
a strategy which I believe will further improve the precision of how we measure and then
link terrorism to other outcomes and whether these choices are consequential.84

Figure 7. Effect size of political competition on terrorism across different operationalizations.78
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As Table 1 shows, the quantitative study of terrorism has leveled off as of late. Based on
conference papers and recent articles outside the data shown here, the rise in experimental
work and focus on causal identification is moving the field in different directions.85 This
work tends to privilege internal validity over external validity and focus on context-
specific effects. In my estimation, to understand a complex problem like terrorism, we
need a diversity of approaches and these newer ways are helpful.86 Even with many ways
to examine the problem of terrorism, I expect quantitative approaches will remain one of
the important academic ways to study the phenomenon.

As the purpose of this article is more about the rules of turning terrorism into a
measurable variable, I did not fully examine statistical modeling choices and how this
might influence our inferences. As the models in Table B1 in the Appendix show, using
alternative estimators can adjust the inferences. Turning to a more theory-driven reason
for using a particular estimator is likely a defensible choice. If the differences across
estimators are negligible, then the assumptions of each model may not drive any particular
outcome and make this point less consequential.

In addition to thinking about different statistical models, we can also think about
different models of statistical inference. While Bayesian statistical methods are now
becoming common tools for social scientists, their use in the quantitative study of
terrorism is less common.87 Although not all scholarly disciplines were surveyed, there
are few examples of Bayesian statistical models in the study of terrorism.88

As Schrodt’s89 magnum opus on the deadly sins of quantitative methods makes clear,
the overuse of frequentist methods is endemic in the social sciences. He argues that if we
want a model that corresponds more closely to reality, is logically coherent, and integrates
theory and data, then more Bayesian studies are needed. In brief, a Bayesian approach is
statistical analysis that relies on Bayes’ theorem, which provides an outline for updating
our prior beliefs about parameters of a model given observed data to arrive at posterior
beliefs.90 Bayesian models are particularly attractive when missing data are a serious
concern,91 as they aren’t reliant on P values or single point estimates when communicat-
ing the range of likely values,92 can more easily model multilevel data structures,93 and can
be updated and replicated easily in light of new information.94

The intensity of computing power was a major barrier to their use in social science.
Since at least the 1990s, this barrier has been reduced. To the extent that training and
fashion change, we would expect to see more studies in the quantitative tradition on
terrorism incorporate this approach. Hard-liners on the Frequentism vs. Bayesian debate95

claim there is a right or better approach. Similar to arguments by Efron,96 there is likely a
role for each type of inference. A more modest suggestion is that the Bayesian approach is
underutilized.

Based on recent work on unknown attacks,97 I expected to see differences with known
attacks. That the choice of counting unknown attacks does not influence the results could
be the result of several factors. Most of these unknown attacks are really domestic. Seven
out of eight attacks are domestic, as are most unknown attacks.98 Second, the logic of
claiming attacks changes for domestic versus transnational events. Big transnational
attacks, such as 9/11 or airline hijackings in the 1970s, are claimed. Ambiguity may not
be a strategic asset to the perpetrators in these cases. In the domestic context, the number
of competitors may influence claiming or not claiming.99
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Finally, researchers who study terrorism have been critical of the field for decades.-
100 With the advent of new tools, this criticism has not necessarily abated nor should it
necessarily. A fundamental challenge is that we study clandestine actors and thus most
of our data are filtered through secondary sources, like the media.101 In the late 1980s,
Schmid and Jongman were pessimistic about what we could learn because of this
challenge.102 Silke,103 on the other hand, suggests that other scholarly endeavors are
enriched by a diversity of methods. He suggests the need for more inferential statistics
in the study of terrorism, which is exactly what we have seen post 2001 due in part to
the availability of data.104
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Appendix A. Number of quantitative articles on terrorism by journal and year

To establish a list of published work using different operationalizations of terrorism, I searched
journals in economics, political science, and terrorism studies. The temporal domain is the time
period from 1980 to 2013. This corresponds to the rapid increase in what Sandler (2014; see note 7)
calls the analytical study of terrorism. Articles for the sample were collected from the following 21
journals: American Economic Review, American Journal of Political Science, American Political
Science Review, Conflict Management & Peace Science, Defence and Peace Economics, Economics
Letters, European Economic Review, European Journal of Political Economy, International
Organization, International Studies Quarterly, Journal of Conflict Resolution, Journal of Economic
Perspectives, Journal of Monetary Economics, Journal of Peace Research, Journal of Politics, Kyklos,
Public Choice, Studies in Conflict and Terrorism, Terrorism and Political Violence, The Journal of
Law and Economics, and World Politics.
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Table A1. Number of quantitative articles on terrorism by journal and year.
Journal Name Year Articles

American Economic Review 1988 1
American Economic Review 2003 1
American Economic Review 2006 2
American Economic Review 2008 2
American Economic Review 2012 1
American Journal of Political Science 1994 1
American Journal of Political Science 2005 1
American Journal of Political Science 2013 1
American Political Science Review 1987 1
American Political Science Review 1993 1
American Political Science Review 1994 1
American Political Science Review 2008 1
Conflict Management & Peace Science 2005 1
Conflict Management & Peace Science 2007 3
Conflict Management & Peace Science 2008 1
Conflict Management & Peace Science 2010 2
Conflict Management & Peace Science 2012 1
Conflict Management & Peace Science 2013 1
Defence and Peace Economics 1990 1
Defence and Peace Economics 1992 2
Defence and Peace Economics 2001 1
Defence and Peace Economics 2003 1
Defence and Peace Economics 2006 3
Defence and Peace Economics 2007 4
Defence and Peace Economics 2008 2
Defence and Peace Economics 2009 2
Defence and Peace Economics 2010 3
Defence and Peace Economics 2011 4
Defence and Peace Economics 2012 1
Defence and Peace Economics 2013 1
Economics Letters 2008 3
Economics Letters 2011 5
Economics Letters 2013 1
European Economic Review 2008 1
European Economic Review 2010 1
European Journal of Political Economy 2004 6
European Journal of Political Economy 2011 8
International Organization 2010 1
International Organization 2012 1
International Studies Quarterly 1980 1
International Studies Quarterly 1983 1
International Studies Quarterly 1999 1
International Studies Quarterly 2002 1
International Studies Quarterly 2006 3
International Studies Quarterly 2007 1
International Studies Quarterly 2008 1
International Studies Quarterly 2009 1
International Studies Quarterly 2011 2
Journal of Conflict Resolution 1996 1
Journal of Conflict Resolution 2000 1
Journal of Conflict Resolution 2003 1
Journal of Conflict Resolution 2004 2
Journal of Conflict Resolution 2005 4
Journal of Conflict Resolution 2006 3
Journal of Conflict Resolution 2007 3
Journal of Conflict Resolution 2009 2
Journal of Conflict Resolution 2010 6
Journal of Conflict Resolution 2011 4
Journal of Conflict Resolution 2013 2
Journal of Economic Perspectives 2003 1
Journal of Economic Perspectives 2006 1

(Continued )
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(Continued).

Journal Name Year Articles

Journal of Economic Perspectives 2007 1
Journal of Monetary Economics 2004 3
Journal of Peace Research 2008 1
Journal of Peace Research 2009 2
Journal of Peace Research 2010 2
Journal of Peace Research 2011 6
Journal of Peace Research 2012 2
Journal of Peace Research 2013 3
Journal of Politics 2008 2
Journal of Politics 2010 2
Journal of Politics 2012 3
Journal of Politics 2013 1
Kyklos 1987 1
Kyklos 1992 1
Kyklos 1996 1
Kyklos 2008 1
Public Choice 2006 2
Public Choice 2008 1
Public Choice 2009 2
Public Choice 2011 5
Public Choice 2013 2
Studies in Conflict and Terrorism 1998 1
Studies in Conflict and Terrorism 2007 1
Studies in Conflict and Terrorism 2008 3
Studies in Conflict and Terrorism 2009 2
Studies in Conflict and Terrorism 2010 3
Studies in Conflict and Terrorism 2011 1
Studies in Conflict and Terrorism 2012 1
Studies in Conflict and Terrorism 2013 3
Terrorism and Political Violence 2004 1
Terrorism and Political Violence 2006 3
Terrorism and Political Violence 2007 1
Terrorism and Political Violence 2009 3
Terrorism and Political Violence 2010 2
Terrorism and Political Violence 2012 3
Terrorism and Political Violence 2013 2
The Journal of Law and Economics 1987 1
The Journal of Law and Economics 2010 1
World Politics 2011 1
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Appendix B. Sensitivity analyses

Table B1. The effect of minority discrimination on terror attacks given different estimators and coding
of the dependent variable.
Estimator Dependent Variable Minority Discrimination Coef. (Standard Error)

ZINB Domestic Attacks 1.302* (0.222)
ZINB All Fatalities 1.175* (0.358)
ZINB Unknown Attacks 1.075* (0.513)
ZINB Known Attacks 0.747 (0.424)
ZINB All Attacks 0.846 (0.600)
ZINB Unknown Fatalities 1.575* (0.712)
ZINB Transnational Attacks 0.660 (0.382)
ZINB Transnational Fatalities −0.564 (0.620)
ZINB Domestic Fatalities 1.066* (0.320)
ZINB Suicide Attacks 2.564* (0.848)
ZINB Number of Groups 0.724* (0.262)
Negative Binomial Domestic Attacks 1.457* (0.234)
Negative Binomial All Fatalities 1.621* (0.323)
Negative Binomial Unknown Attacks 1.663* (0.360)
Negative Binomial Known Attacks 1.080* (0.300)
Negative Binomial All Attacks 1.122* (0.302)
Negative Binomial Unknown Fatalities 2.287* (0.432)
Negative Binomial Transnational Attacks 0.793* (0.332)
Negative Binomial Transnational Fatalities 0.362 (0.396)
Negative Binomial Domestic Fatalities 1.693* (0.319)
Negative Binomial Suicide Attacks 1.217* (0.567)
Negative Binomial Number of Groups 1.026* (0.248)

Note. Robust standard errors clustered on country are in parentheses next to coefficient estimates. Two-tailed tests,
*p < .05.

Figure B1. Effect size of minority discrimination on terrorism across different operationalizations using
a negative binomial estimator. Plot created using Jann (2013) coefplot Stata module (see note 68).
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Table B2. The effect of political competition on terror attacks given different coding of the dependent
variable.
Estimator Dependent Variable Political Competition Coef. (Standard Error)

Negative Binomial Domestic Attacks 0.074* (0.018)
Negative Binomial All Fatalities 0.024 (0.017)
Negative Binomial Unknown Attacks 0.072* (0.024)
Negative Binomial Known Attacks 0.072* (0.016)
Negative Binomial All Attacks 0.071* (0.016)
Negative Binomial Unknown Fatalities 0.031 (0.029)
Negative Binomial Transnational Attacks 0.079* (0.018)
Negative Binomial Transnational Fatalities 0.042* (0.021)
Negative Binomial Domestic Fatalities 0.028 (0.022)
Negative Binomial Suicide Attacks −0.056 (0.044)
Negative Binomial Number of Groups 0.098* (0.022)

Note. Robust standard errors clustered on country are in parentheses next to coefficient estimates. Two-tailed tests,
*p < .05
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